Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of existence of nonconstant periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems of differential equations
Here H eC 2^271^) and
is the usual symplectic matrix. We shall denote by ( , ) the inner product and by | | the norm in R 271 . Suppose that H satisfies the following hypothesis : r H C C^R 2 ", R) H C 2^ -{0}, R) is strictly convex, be the Fenchel conjugate of H [1] . By (HI), G is strictly convex and of class C 1 . According to the Legendre reciprocity formula,
y=H\x) if and only if x = G\y).

Furthermore, if x / 0 and H"{x) is invertible, G is C 2 near y = H'(x) and G"(y) = H"{x)~1
. In addition to (HI), suppose that there exist constants a, f3 € (1, oo), a-1 + l3~1 = 1, and c, such that where M^ is the primitive ofz6 having mean value zero. Denote the duality pairing between L 0 and 2^ by ( , ) . It follows from the hypotheses (HI), (H2) that ^ is well defined, of class C 1 on Z^, and
(^(u),v) = ( (Mu -G\-Ju),Jv\ dt.
TOME 116 -1988 -?2 It is well known [1, 6, 8] that if x is a solution of
W x = JH\x), x(0) = x(T),
then u = x is a critical point of ^, and conversely, if u is a critical point of -^, then x = Mu + ^ is a solution of (1) for some ^ e R 271 . So under our hypotheses finding solutions of (1) is equivalent to finding critical points of ^. Following [9] we shall call a solution x of (1) admissible if it is nonconstant and if H"(x(t)) is invertible for all t.
The functional ^ is invariant under the S^-action given by Seu(t) = u(0 +1) (we identify T-periodic functions on IR with their restrictions to [0,r]). Thus, if u ^ 0 is a critical point of ^, then so is SQU for all (9. It follows that the orbit of zZ, C(u) = {Sou : 0 < 6 < T} consists of critical points. The set C{u) will be called a critical circle. Note thaUf u = dx/dt, where x is an admissible solution of (1) , then the function u is of class C 1 and so is the mapping 6 ^ Sou. Hence C(u) is a (^-submanifold of 2^.
In [8, 9] EKELAND and HOFER use Morse theory in order to find solutions of (1) . Since ^ may not be of class C 2 on L^ and since Lî s not a Hilbert space (unless a = 2), Morse theory cannot be applied directly. To get around this difficulty, they reduce the problem to a finitedimensional one which, however, no longer has the ^-symmetry (still, it does have Zp-symmetry for an appropriate p).
In this paper we propose a different approach to (1) . Let
b={ueL^ :^(u) <b}.
In Section 2 we show that if u is a critical point of ^ corresponding to an admissible solution x of (1), if ^(u) = b and C(u) is the orbit of u, then for a suitable neighbourhood U of C(u) the pair (^ D U, b H U -C(u)) has the structure of a fibre bundle pair with base space C(u).
In Section 3 we demonstrate that the corresponding fibre pair has the homotopy type of (^,Xb -{0}), where x is a function of class C 2 defined in a neighbourhood of the origin in a finite dimensional space. The remaining sections are devoted to the proof of the fact that there exist at^east two closed Hamiltonian trajectories on a convex hypersurface in H n , n > 3. Arguing by contradiction, we assume that there is only one such trajectory, and then, using the results of Sections 2-3 and iteration formulas for the index [8, 17] , we compute certain critical groups and 174 A. SZULKIN corresponding Morse type numbers Mq [5, 22, 23] . The conclusion follows by observing that the Mq do not satisfy the Morse relations. Existence of two closed Hamiltonian trajectories has also been proved by EKELAND and LASSOUED [12] , cf. also [II] , by means of different methods.
I would like to thank C. VITERBO for helpful discussions.
A fibre bundle structure
Throughout this section we assume that (HI), (H2) are satisfied, x is an admissible solution of (1), u = dx/dt and C = C(u) is a corresponding critical circle of ^ in L^. Recall that C is a 1-dimensional (^-submanifold of L^ (diffeomorphic to S 1 ). According to [16, Proposition III.5.8] , the restriction of the tangent bundle of L^ to C, T(L^)\c, splits and
TW^=T(C)ON(C).
The normal bundle N(C) may be chosen in such a way that the fibre at u C C consists of all v C L^ which satisfy {Ju, v) = 0 (note that u C Ty,(C) and (Ju,u) / 0 because for each fixed t,
(Ju(t),u(t)) = (Ju(t),x(t)) = (Ju(t),JH"{x(t))u(t)\ =(u(t)^H ff (x(t))u(t))
and H"(x{t)) is positive definite). On T(L^) we may define an exponential mapping by expjv) = u + v. Using the argument of [16, Sec. IV.5] it is easy to show that the mapping (u, v) ^ u-^-v, where u e (7, v C A^(C), is a homeomorphism in a neighbourhood of the zero section of C in N(C). Summarizing, we obtain the following LEMMA 2.1. -There exists a neighbourhood U of C in L^ such that each w C U can be uniquely represented as w = u + v, where u C C and (Ju,v) =0.
Suppose that u has minimal period T/k, k > 1 an integer. Let UQ be a neighbourhood of u in the set u^rNn{C)= ^u+v:veL^ {Ju,v)=0\ and let U = S^^Uo (i.e., U is obtained from UQ by taking orbits under thê -action). If Uo is small enough, U satisfies the conclusion of LEMMA 2.1 and all u G U have minimal period greated than or equal to T/k. Proof. -The definition of fibre bundle pair may be found in [24, Sec. 5.7] . Let I C IR be an open interval of length less than T/k and let V = \u^C :u= Sou for some 0 e j}.
Such sets V cover C. Consider the mappings p : ^ H U -> C given by p(u + v) = n, where u C C and (Ju, v) = 0 (cf. LEMMA 2.1), and
given by a(u^u + v) = u + 5^, where 0 is the unique number in I such that u == Sou. One readily verifies that a is a homeomorphism and pa : V x (^5 D Uo) -> V is the projection on the first factor. Q
Structure of the fibre pair
In this section we assume again that (HI) and (H2) are satisfied, x is an admissible solution of (1) and u = dx/dt. Recall that u is of class C 1 . It has been shown in [9, Lemma 11.1] that the symmetric bilinear form
Recall that the index of the quadratic form Q(u) is the maximal dimension of a subspace on which Q(u) is negative definite and the nullity is the dimension of the kernel of K+A. Proof. -The argument we sketch here is essentially contained in [8, pp. 36-37] . Since the operator A is selfadjoint and positive definite, it has a square root which is invertible in L^. Moreover, K is compact and 
Mmt\x -x(t)\ < 6, then H{x) = H(x).
Let G denote the Fenchel conjugate of H and let
Using LEMMA 3.2 and the fact that u{t) = JH'(x(t}) one readily obtains the following result which is implicitly contained in [9, § II].
(ii) There exists a constant 6* > 0 such that ifMmt\u -u(t)\ < 6*, then G(^Ju) = G{-Ju). _ (iii) ^ is of class C 2 in L^ for each p 6 (2, oo) and ^ is twice Gateaux differentiable in L^.
Next we perform a finite dimensional reduction of ^ near u. Let (e^) be the base of L § given in LEMMA 3.1. Set W = span{ei,... ,e^} and Below we use an argument close to the one which may be found in [15, pp. 597-598] and [3, pp. 120-121] . Let P : Lg = W C Zi -^ ^i be the projection along W, let P* be the adjoint of P and consider the mapping P*^'(zZ + .) : W C ^i -^ ^i*, where Z^ = P*(Z/g) C P*(Z/^. Note that P^'(u) = 0. Since ^ C C 2 , P*^' C C 1 . For z € Zi,
according to (5) . Hence the derivative D^(P*^'(2Z)) === P*'^"(H)[^ is injective. Furthermore, by (i) of LEMMA 3.3, the mapping A given by
is an isomorphism of L^ onto itself (note that A\j^p = A and recall A is invertible on L 2 ). Since -JM is compact, ^"(u) = -JM -{-A: L^ -> Lî s a Fredholm operator of index zero. The projections P and P* have ranges of the same codimension j < oo. Accordingly, also the mapping P*^"(n)|z^ : Zi -^ 2^ is Fredholm of index zero, and therefore an isomorphism (recall it is injective). It follows now from the implicit function theorem that there exist open balls, Bw in W and Bz^ in Zi, centered at 0 € TV and 0 C Z\ respectively, and a (^-mapping w i-> z(w) from Bw to Bz^ such that for w € B^y and z C £?zi, P*'^'(^4-w+^) = 0 if and only if z = z(w). In other words, for each w € Bw there is a unique z == z(w) € ^Zi such that
Note that ^(0) = 0 because ^'(zZ) = 0, and
by strict convexity of ^. Let (p(w) = ~^(u + w + z(w)). Then, using (6) and the fact that z'(w)v e Zi,
So w is a critical point of ^ if and only if u + w + /^(w) is a critical point of '0. It is easily seen from (8) that ^p C C 2 and
nd ^"(0) has the same index and nullity as Q(u). Summarizing, we have the following Proof. -It follows from (6) and (8) that
where TV* = (I -P*)(Lg). Set u = u + w + z(w). By (4) and (9),
where $ C IR 271 . Integrating (10) we obtain
If w -> WQ, then u -> UQ = u + WQ + z{wo) in Z^, and thus ^ is continuous as a function of w. According to the Legendre reciprocity formula, (10) is equivalent to
It is easy to see from LEMMA 3.1 that W* = span{Aei,... ,Ae^} = span{JMei,..., JMej}. So all elements of W" are continuously differentiable functions of t. Since Mu is continuous, it follows from (11) that u and z(w) = u -u -w are continuous. Hence Mu e C 1 , and by (11) again, z{w) eC 1 . Also, Jo G(-Ju) dt is continuous and convex and -JM is compact, ^ is weak lower_semicontinuous. So for each w C Bw, the infimum of ^(u + w + z) over Bz is attained at some z = ZQ. For such ZQ we have
where z& = n + w + ^o and A > 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. We shall show that if Bw and Bz are sufficiently small, then ZQ = z(w). W, centered at the origin, with radii tending to zero, in such a way that z(w) e B^ Vw e J9^. Let Um = u + w^n + ^, where w^_C B^ and î s a point at which ^(u + w^ + z) attains its infimum in B^. Then (14) with ZQ = Zm, u = Um and A = A^ is satisfied. We claim that (15) ll^mlloo-^0 as m -> oo, uniformly with respect to the choice of Wm e B^. Set 2/ = ^m/|M|^ in (14) . Then
. (14) with z = ^, u = Um and A = \m is equivalent to
where dm C TV* and ^ e IR 271 . Since the left-hand side of (16) 
Then C?^,.) is strictly convex, and denoting the derivative of Gm with respect to the second variable by (7^,
According to (16) , G^z^(t)) = JMu^t) + a^% + ^ = ^), or equivalently, ^(^) = H^(t,Vm(t)), where ^(^,.) is the Fenchel conjugate of Gm{t,.). It is easy to verify that H^ is continuous in both variables. It follows that Zm is a continuous function (because Vm, is) and (16) is satisfied pointwise for all t. Suppose (15) is false. Then we may find Wm e Bt^r and tm -> t such that, possibly after passing to a subsequence, l^m^m)! is bounded away from zero. Since (16) is satisfied pointwise and set t = tm in (16) . Passing to the limit we obtain
Taking the inner product (in IR 271 ) with z gives
Since G is strictly convex (and therefore G" is strictly monotone) and A > 0, z = 0. This is the desired contradiction. According to (15) , we may find Bw and Bz such that if w C By/ and u = u + w + ZQ satisfies (14), then \\u -n||oo < ^*, where <?* is the constant in (ii) of LEMMA 3.3. So ^{u) = ^{u). Note that hitherto we have not used the minimization property of ZQ but only the fact that (14) is satisfied. By LEMMA 3.5,
We may therefore choose Bw in such a way that \\(u + w + z(w)) -u\\^ < 6\ Hence by (7),
if ZQ ^ z(w). It follows that ZQ = z(w) and (13) is satisfied. In order to verify (12) , note first that z(w) e Bz, and therefore (14) 
-Let j : Bwo -^ L^ be the embedding given by j(w) = u + w + z(w) and let UQ = u + VQ. Then the pair (j(Bwo), j(Bwo -{0})) is a deformation retract of (UQ, UQ -(u + Bz)). Moreover, the deformation r may be chosen so that for each u C UQ, r(0,^) = u and (r(t,u)) is a nonincreasing function oft.
Proof. -On Uo, Dz^(u + w + z) = 0 if and only if z = z(w) according to (12) . Using the method of [20, Lemma 1.6], it is easy to construct a mapping F : Vo -{w + z : z = z(w)} -^ Z which is locally Lipschitz continuous and satisfies
\\F(w+z)\\^<2\\D^(u+w+z)\\(^' (tZ+w+20,F(w+^)) > \\D^(u-}-w+z)\\ 2B
ULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE for all w + z in the domain of -F (note that for each fixed w, F(w + .) is a pseudogradient vector field for the functional z ^ ^(u+w+z)). Consider the flow rf given by rf(t,w + z) = -(^{u -+-w + 77) -^{u + w + z(w)))F(w + rf) =Fo(w+rf),
where w + z € VQ^ z ^ z(w). The vector field jFo is bounded on its domain and locally Lipschitz continuous (because z(w) is differentiable). By (19) , (12) and (13), (20) i
< -(^{u + w + T?) -^(n + w + ^(w))) x \\D^(u-}-w+rf)\\^ < 0 whenever r)(t^w -}-z) ^ z(w). Hence w + rf cannot leave VQ for t > 0. Moreover, by (19), . [^(u + w + rf) -^(u 4-w + ^(w))] = (^'(n + w + 7^), Fo(w + ^)) > -C(^}(u + w + 77) -^(IZ 4-w + ^(w))),
where C > 0 is a constant independent of w, z and ^. Thus,
(u+w-{-rf)-^(u-{-w-}-z(w)) > [^{u-{-w+z)-^(u+w-^z(w))]e~c t > 0, and 77^, w + ^) / /^(w) whenever ^ > 0. It follows that 77 is defined for all t > 0 (c/. [20, (1.13)]). We shall prove that if w -> u?o, ^ -^ 2^0 and ^ -»-oo, then (21) r)(t,w+z) -^ z(wo).
Let
Ye == ^w+^ € Fo • ' 11^-wolla < e,^(il+w+^) < '0(il+w+^(w)) +e}.
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If N is a neighbourhood of WQ + ^(u?o), then, by the argument of LEMMA 3.9, Ve C N for all sufficiently small c. So it remains to show that one can find 6 and T such that w + rj(t + w + 2^) C Ye whenever Ik -^ollct < 6, \\z -zo\\a < 6 and t > T. Given 6 < c, it follows from LEMMA 3. Since C\ < ^(u + w + z) < C^, where the constants Ci and (72 are independent of the choice of w + z C Vo, t < (C^ -C^e" 1^2 = T. It follows that w + 77 e Ye for all ^ > T. This completes the proof of (21) .
Now it remains to define the deformation retraction r by setting 
-Let ^(u) = b and C = C(u). Then there exists a neighbourhood UQ ofu in u+(Wo(BZ) and a corresponding neighbourhood U -= S^Q ofC in L^ such that (^ n U, ^ H U -C) is a fibre bundle pair with base space C and fibre pair (^ H UQ , ^ n UQ -{u}). The fibre pair has the homotopy type of {xb.Xb -{0}), where the function \ C (^(B^R)
is given by ^(w) = ^(u + w + z{w)) and has the properties that ^'(0) = 0, Index ^"(0) = Index Q{u), Nullity ^"(0) = Nullity Q(u) -1, and 0 is an isolated critical point of \ if and only if C is an isolated critical circle.
Proof. -The first part of the theorem coincides with PROPOSITION 2.2. The statement concerning the homotopy type follows from PROPOSI-TION 3.10 upon observing that ^{u + z) > ^(u) = b if z 6 Bz, z -^ 0. Finally, the properties of \ are given in PROPOSITION 3.7. \\
Existence of two closed Hamiltonian trajectories
Let S be the boundary of a compact convex subset A of IR 271 . Suppose that the interior of A (denoted Int(A)) is nonempty, 0 C Int(A), and S is of class C 2 and has strictly positive Gaussian curvature. For x e 5, denote the outward unit normal vector by N{x). We want to find the number of closed trajectories of the flow
This problem may be put in Hamiltonian form
where H is strictly convex, of class C 2 in a neighbourhood of S and H'{x) ^ 0 on S [8, § 2] . Here x and To are the unknown. We may assume that
where f3 e (1,2). Then H e C 2^ -{0},R). It is easy to see by homothesy [8, Lemma 11.4 ] that x(t) is a solution of (23) Consequently, the fixed energy problem (23) is equivalent to the fixed period problem (1). Furthermore, if x^ is a solution of (1) with minimal period T, then for each positive integer fc, Xk(t) = ^/^-^x^kt) is a solution of (1) it follows from (25) that G has continuous second derivative at the origin.
So G e ^(R^.R). Note that the hypotheses (HI), (H2) of Section 2 are satisfied and each nonzero solution of (1) is admissible. Using the above results and the ones quoted in Section 1 we obtain the following PROPOSITION 4.1.
(i) Let^:L^R be defined bŷ
Then ^ is of class C 2 , u is a critical point of ^ if and only ifx= Mu + î
s a solution of (1) for some ^ e H 271 , and x is admissible whenever u / 0.
(
ii) If u-i(t) is a critical point of^, then so is Uk(t) = ^f^^u^kt} for each integer k > 2. Furthermore, if u\ has minimal period T and Xk is a trajectory of the flow (22) corresponding to Uk, then Xk is obtained by covering the trajectory x\ k times (so all Uk correspond to trajectories which are geometrically the same).
It is known that there always exists one closed trajectory of the flow (22) (see [21, § 2] and the references therein), there exist at least n such trajectories if for some r > 0, r < \x\ < r\/2 \/x C S ( [10] , cf. also [2] ), and generically, they are infinitely many ( [8] , cf. also [25] ). We shall show that there always exist at least two closed trajectories. The same result has been obtained by EKELAND and LASSOUED [11, 12] by means of different methods. The proof will be given in Section 6.
Index of iterated solutions and Morse relations
First we summarize some results which may be found in [8, 17] . Let u\ be a critical point of '0, with minimal period T, and let Uk be as in PROPOSITION 4.1. Denote the index and the nullity of the quadratic form Q(uk) = ^"(uk) by ik and rik respectively. Then
where j and m are functions from S 1 = {u C C : |o;| = 1} to the set of nonnegative integers. Let x\ be the solution of (1) corresponding to u\ and let R(t) be the solution of
(I is the unit matrix). Recall that the eigenvalues of R(T) are called the Floquet multipliers ofx\. It is known that 1 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity at least 2. The function m is defined by m(uj) = dime Ker(c<;J -R(T)).
We shall need the following properties of . 7 [12, 17] :
is not a Floquet multiplier, then j is continuous at ^;
(ii) 3W = h ; A proof of this proposition may be found in [12] . (28)). One can show (see Remark in § 6) that if u 7^ 0 is a critical point of '0, then {u) < 0. Suppose from now on that all critical circles of^ are isolated. It follows that the nonzero critical levels may be ordered into an increasing sequence (6fc)^i with bk -> 0. Denote by K^ the set of critical points of at level 6. Observe that 0 is a non-isolated critical level, KQ = {0}, and each K^ is the union of a finite number of disjoint critical circles. Choose e > 0 so that -e is not a critical level. Choose also 6 > 0 in such a way that bk is the only critical level in [b^ -6, bk+6 ] for all bk < -e. Define (29) M^= ^ rank^(^+<5,^-<?)+rank^(^o,^-e).
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By an algebraic argument due to PITCHER [19, § II] , see also [5, 22, 23] , it follows that whenever all M^, q < qo, are finite, we have the Morse relationŝ Suppose that C is a critical circle at level b. Define the g-th critical group ofCby
where ?7 is a neighbourhood of (7 whose closure does not contain other critical points than those in (7. By excision, Cq does not depend on the choice of U. Using LEMMA 5.3, excision and the fact that the homology of the union of path components is isomorphic to the direct sum of homologies of each path component, it follows that i^I Let C be a critical cricle and u C (7, ^) = 6. We want to compute Cq(^,C). By THEOREM 3.11, a neighbourhood U of C may be chosen so that (^5 H U, ^b H [/ -C) is a fibre bundle pair whose base space C is homeomorphic to S 1 and whose fibre pair has the homotopy type of (Xb^Xb -{0}). Recall that \ C ^(B^.R), dimBw, < oo, ^'(0) = 0 and Index ^'(0) = Index ^"(u), Nullity ^'(0) = Nullity ^"(u) -1. Since C is isolated, we may assume that 0 is the only critical point of ^. Let WQ = WQ~ ^W^W^~ be the decomposition of Wo into subspaces spanned by those ei for which 1 + \z is negative, zero and positive respectively (c/. 
PTW/.
(i) By the shifting theorem [5] , c/. also [13] ,
Consequently, Hq{%b,Xb -{0}) = Cg(^,0) « 0 Vg < i (recall that 0 is the only critical point of ^). Since (^5 H (7,^& H (7 -(7) is a fibre bundle pair whose fibre pair has the homotopy type of (\biXb ~ {0}), c^, C) =-Hq^b H U, ^b H (7 -C) w 0 V^ < z [24, Lemma 5.7.16] .
(ii) Since 'Z2 if^=0, 0 otherwise, c^,0)^2 it follows from (35) that
c,(X,0)-^ otherwise.
Consequently, the fibre pair has the homology of the pair (D\ -S' Suppose now j'(-l) = 2. We shall show that for all k > 1, Note. -In a very recent manuscript "Hamiltonian flows with finitely many trajectories", I. EKELAND and H. HOFER have shown that if the critical circle (7i is degenerate (i.e., nullity n^ > 2), then j'(-l) > 3.
